
Version 9.5 Bug Fixes
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RRV-377
Users will no longer receive exceptions on the back-end log when the alert message "Failed to handle

user action, reason: Filter by column 'Progress' error: please enter an integer value" displays.

34444 RRV-3235
Users are no longer able to manually enter past dates into the Date in Future or Date and Time in Future

fields, or future dates into the Date in Past or Date and Time in Past fields.

41711 RRV-4981
Entity owners who have been set as stakeholders in a workflow's specific stage can now view

assessments in other stages of the same workflow in read-only mode.

41567 RRV-5005 The Dynamic Group Map Builder and Updater jobs will now complete successfully. 

N/A RRV-5116 Users who upgrade from version 9.0 to a higher version can now create new incidents.

42934 RRV-5121
Fixed an issue where users were unable to update text-box answers in questionnaires due to caching

issues.

44725 RRV-5151

RiskVision will no longer return an "Out of Memory" or "Too Many Threads" error message while

activating, deactivating, editing, or deleting users during maintenance tasks and would need to be

rebooted. 

42831 RRV-5158 Deleting a UserID will no longer automatically delete any exception requests associated with it. 

N/A RRV-5175 Rescheduling a job from the Administration module will no longer result in an error. 

42509 RRV-5274 Corrected an issue where the Database Statistics Updater job was not executing properly. 

N/A RRV-5401
Users can now enter an external role with a text string longer than 50 characters up to a maximum of

500. 

44535 RRV-5465
Vulnerabilities and entities will now appear in the Vulnerabilities and Targeted Entities tabs of a Threat

linked to a given CVE if the threat was imported prior to the CVE.

44618 RRV-5549
Text boxes in questionnaires will no longer allow users to enter more than 256 characters when linked

database fields only hold 256 characters.

45560 RRV-5551 Increased the size of the Exploit's Author database column to accommodate larger exploit author names.

45561 RRV-5557
Increased the size of the Vulnerability Name database column to accommodate the size of a large name

coming from the VulnDB Connector.

46351 RRV-5908
CVEs processed by the NVD connector will now infer the proper affected entities when there are

matching CPE URIs.

Attempting to edit the description of a sub-control in a specific imported content pack will no longer



46043 RRV-6023 yield the following error message: "This subcontrol cannot be edited because it is a duplicate record.

Please contact RiskVision Support for help in resolving this issue." 


